Tuition increase meets stiff opposition

By Steve Brown
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

CHICAGO—Five SIU students and an administrator testified against the proposed tuition increase before a State Senate subcommittee here Monday.
Lt. Gov. Paul Simon also testified against the increase during the first day of a hearing which continues Tuesday in Springfield.

Edward H. Hammond, assistant to the chancellor for student relations, told the four-member subcommittee that he opposes the tuition increase because it would have an adverse effect on students from lower and middle income families.

Increases proposed by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, (IBHE), would raise tuition at SIU by $178 for upper-division class students and $3,208 for $100 per cent of instructional costs for out-of-state students and would eliminate many forms of state financial aid for students. Hammond told the group that if the tuition and student aid proposals were a reaction to campus surveys that they were "misleading the band." He cited a recently completed study on disciplinary cases at SIU which showed that students involved in the disturbances at Carbondale last May generally came from upper-middle class families. Hammond also cited new statistics from the Education of Students from Underprivileged Backgrounds (ESUB) which detailed that 35 percent of the students withdrawing this fall did so for financial reasons.

The only person who supported the proposal were IBHE representative John G. Wagner and the director of the Illinois State Scholarship Commission, Joseph Boyd.

Tom Busch, an SIU representative on the IBHE student advisory committee, said the tuition proposal would raise too many barriers to education, including racial discrimination.

Even Borden, a graduate student in government, charged that many students who do not do well in school are already at a disadvantage because they receive little help in securing financial aid. He said the current form used by the scholarship commission for applications is too difficult for many students to comprehend.

VTI transfer expected to be hotly contested

Master Plan Phase III, a development plan for higher education in Illinois, will be reviewed Tuesday at a public hearing at which a proposed transfer of VTI to John A. Logan College is expected to be hotly contested.

The hearing, which will be conducted by the Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE), is scheduled for 10 a.m. in Room 10 of the University Center.

Included in Master Plan III is a proposal to transfer SIU's Vocational Technical Institute (VTI) to John A. Logan College in order to eliminate academic overlap and to conform to a state system of offering vocational educational programs at community colleges.

Also under Master Plan III, both the Edwardsville and Carbondale campuses of SIU would be among six "University Centers" in the state around which doctoral programs would operate.

The Carbondale hearing is the eighth in a series held at universities throughout the state.

The document met sharp criticism from SIU Edwardsville Chancellor John S. Rendleman at the hearing here Monday. Hendleman, who said the board should stop "waste-ranging hypothesizing about the ultimate destiny of education in Illinois until more immediate matters are taken care of."

The IBHE also showed little awareness of the institutionalized nature of the area in its long-range planning for the Edwardsville campus. Rendleman said.

The final hearing is scheduled for Wednesday at Sangamon State University in Springfield.

The following persons are scheduled to testify at the hearing, according to a list issued by the Chancellor's office.


Keene taking annexation issue to Ogilvie

By Dave Mahame
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Carbondale Mayor David Keene said Monday he is tired of waiting for the city's annexation proposal to be placed on the SIU Board of Trustee's agenda and that he intends to go to Gov. Richard Ogilvie with the city's problem.

"I consider it an insult to me personally and to the city even to get the courtesy of an answer to our request for agenda time," Keene said. He said that he will meet with City Manager William Schmidt "to prepare a brief on the University's complete involvement in city problems created by the University. I hope to arrange a meeting soon with the governor. I don't intend to ask through these SIU channels any more.

Carbondale has been trying to get on the Board agenda for the past six months. Keene said. He added that if anyone from SIU requested agenda time from the city, "we would be pleased to put them on as soon as possible."

Schmidt said that the city has not yet turned in its proposal to the Board's staff. He said that his plans were to be the agenda item at the Board meeting on the city's annexation proposal with the Board's staff. "We could have the proposal ready any time the Board wants it," Schmidt said.

Keene put much of the blame for the delay on James Brown, chief of Board staff. He accused Brown of "stalling."

"Brown thinks he can see our proposal, then decide if we can be on their (the Board's) agenda," Keene said. "Brown is the cause of much of the Board's problem. He wants to control the Board.

Brown has been waiting for a phone call from Brown for some time. He said that he has written and called Brown many times in an attempt to get on the agenda.

Brown could not be reached for comment.

"If even the mayor can't deal with the University, how can anyone else hope to get help from them?" Keene asked. "After four years of dealing with the University, I've learned that you don't beat against inertia."
Reverse to old standards not expected

Student work cuts rest with General Assembly

Raymond Dolan, controller of the College of Business and the Student Financial Assistance Program says the college has been working on the new budget program is regards to cut costs and improve the financial aid department.

Dolan said that the only way to cut costs is through the General Assembly.

"In the past we've had no problems getting state money," said Dolan. "This year we're looking at the state, and it's up to the state to make sure the money comes through." 

"The state has told us that if it does not get the funding, the General Assembly will be the one to cut costs," said Dolan. "I hope we can get the money from the state, but it's up to the General Assembly to make sure the money comes through.

"The state has given us the opportunity to make sure the money comes through," said Dolan. "We need to make sure the money comes through, but it's up to the state to make sure the money comes through.
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One likes being called 'pig'

'Being Saluki cop is best job at SIU'

By Thomas J. Parrish

Student Worker

With many students in the nation's colleges attacking the "Establishment" and law enforcement agencies, why would a college man want to be a Saluki cop?

The 27 Saluki cops at SIU, many will freely admit that their first impression of the job was negative, but for financial reasons they have chosen to stick with the job.

"I was interested in being a friend," said Mike McMenamin, a student on the force since April 1968.

"I have a good job and a cop agreed more to me than being a dishwasher or a janitor," he said.

"I'm not interested in being a cop, but I'm interested in being a janitor," he said.
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Normal's code in 'Time'

Faculty responsibility toughened

By Illinois State University

Illinois State University's code of faculty responsibilities is written in the March 23 issue of Time Magazine in an article dealing with limits of academic freedom.

I...
GS offers wide range of ‘environment’ courses

By Dale McCannough

All groups of students slowly fell down the stairway, name, professor of botany, sketches a picture of the woods on old time. Students are now cooing to us, mind of any comments.” The professor of botany is described by Vermilya as “Our faithful Evening Upper.”

He tells of Frost’s buying five New England farms and returning them to their “natural state.”

Next a film is shown on radioactivity which is included as “Hungry Mow.” The lecture is completed and no reference is made to his sketch of the main fishing

Heart Association funds used in various ways

Heart and circulatory diseases cause more than half of all deaths in the United States—about 1,000,000 yearly, including nearly 60,000 in the 13-19 year age bracket.

According to the local Heart Association chapter in Carbondale, the association’s program is financed entirely by the voluntary contributions of the public. The principal source of funds is the annual Heart Health Campaign conducted by the affiliates and local heart organizations throughout February. Kay Griffin, secretary of the Carbondale chapter, said that this past year’s figures for the 1971 Heart Fund drive are not ready yet but 1970 results are as follows. The state of Illinois contributed $400,000 in 1970, while Jackson County pitched in $5,239.90.

The Heart Association dollar is divided up into six basic categories. Over one third of the money goes in research. The next largest expense in fund raising which gets 10 cents out of every dollar spent on public health education and training receive over 12 cents each. Public health education and community services receive 12 cents and 12 1/2 cents respectively.

Students scheduled for today

Illinois Federated Women’s Club meeting and luncheon and your show 8 p.m. University Center Ballroom.

First Round State Final Basketball Tournament 8 p.m. NIU Arena admission $2

Intramural Recreation 2:15 p.m. Pullman weight room. 2.11-11 Pullman.

Crises Intervention Service provides “hot line” service for people in emotional crises. call 407-3338. 8 a.m. 2 p.m. Vocational or Educational Counseling for Students 805 S. 12th.

Lutheran Student Center Tuesday lunch 11 am-12 pm dinner 5-7 pm. Student Center 708 University

Horn Film Festival The Glow. "Heater of Dramatics. Island of Terror." 8 p.m. University Center Roman Room.

Bonaparte’s Father of snowmobiles

NEW YORK API—Today’s major sport of snowmobiling actually originated from the sport of snowboarding. Kenneth Moorehead, product manager for Welsh Bonaparte, snowmobiles, said that snowboarding was first introduced about a decade ago, says Moorehead. "A creative engineer simply took a toboggan and added an engine. Later came an enclosed seat for the riders.”

"About the middle of last year we took our 22 men (all administrative personnel) i low from various departments to come together to discuss ecology programs. The response was marvelous. In many cases they (the faculty) are undertaking these projects on their own,“

Once a course is established, however, other problems arise. One, according to Voyager, is the choice of textbook.

Although a "rash of textbooks" exists, Voyager said that present selection always differs. He gave the example of his "Survival of Man” course of which he prefers one textbook while the other team teachers rejected it because “they felt it lacked humor.”

To help alleviate the problem of textbook selection, Voyager said the team teachers are writing their own book with each instructor contributing a chapter from his special area of study.

"It is a global ecological problem," Voyager said, adding that he hopes the presentation combined with realization of the inter-relationship among all ecological areas "can be very valuable.”

Despite Voyager’s enthusiasm for ecology, as dean of General Studies he does not feel it should become a general studies requirement.

"For us to say ‘here is a single experience you have to have’ is wrong. It’s good to have competing courses because it makes the courses better through competition.”

In fact, Voyager said he feels the present number of courses dealing with ecology "accurately cover the problem. At the same time, he feels a degree could feasibly be offered in this general education area "If there’s a market for it, let’s produce it.” he concluded.

Sign-up opens for music camp

By University News Services

Advance registration is now underway for the 4th Annual Music and Youth Camp at SIU. July 4-11 according to Melvin Sanner camp director.

Sponsored by the School of Music, the music camp offers high school musicians a unique experience in music learning. Sanner said. It is a rich and rewarding experience in music under the guidance of specialists on music education, a balanced program of social, cultural and recreational activities is included.

The fee for the two-week session is $175 which includes room and board with the exception of Sunday evening meals in University housing and all instruction.

Finals Special HOT PANTS $5 at the Famous 312 So. Illinois

BONAPARTE’S Retreat TUESDAY SURPRISE BAND

josey's night

GIRLS FREE until 10:00 pm WED.

St. Patrick Day Special
The tragedy must stop now

The Indochina war, no longer the war in Vietnam, has languished in the pages of America's newspapers and radio stations. The nation's broadcasters dodge the issue in the news because of the U.S. interference in Southeast Asia is at hand. We must continue to mount and build that resistance until the war is over. Movement action and community organizing are not the children of crisis, but of commitment.

The time is at hand

Editor's Note. The movement against the in-discriminate use of the communist party is unsettling this nation's colleges. The following essay was first read by the University of Wisconsin's Daily Cardinal. The editors of the journal are heartened to print it in cooperation with a request from the Daily Cardinal. The essay has been submitted to over 400 college papers throughout the country.

The war in Southeast Asia goes on. Each new day brings with it the news of still more death and a greater escalation of the fighting.

Nixon claims he is getting us out of the war but the impression he and his advisers give is an Orwellian one: they force Laos and we require "commission." The war is expanded to include a country long ravaged by U.S. bombing missions and we hear that it is a tactic to permit further troop withdrawals. American soldiers are photographed in Vietnamese uniforms inside Laos as we are shown a photo of a sign warning U.S. personnel not to transgress the border.

War is peace, life is death.

With each new day, it becomes more and more evident that, in fact, Nixon is trying desperately to win the war in Southeast Asia. If an invasion of Cambodia doesn't do the trick, there is an invasion of Laos. Today the invasion is in fluoroscopy-what next? Bombings, an invasion of North Vietnam, perhaps tacit nuclear weapons.

What begins in the early sixties as a few pencil-advising Vietnamese regions now unaccountably as a revealed (sometimes verging on fanatical) effort to crush once and for all the invisible revolution to confuse the semi-colonial status of yesterday.

The tragedy of that effort is something that can never penetrate the rhetoric of this nation's government. That to destroy the revolution is to destroy the killing of a few guerrillas and stopping the "outside agitation" of the North Vietnamese.

To destroy the revolution in Southeast Asia, this country will have to kill millions more Asians and we will have to share our homeland. I am toward this terrifying goal that Richard Nixon, in his feverish desire to win the war, is steadily moving towards.

When the invasion of Laos was announced, gradually and without drama, American youth reacted too little and too late. There can be no intervention but that the Nixon administration interpreted our reaction as the test by which it could try to determine the strength of the rest of the test they put to us.

They are now apparently ready to operate on the assumption that the antiwar movement has been consumed by the tests to which it is continuously put. This attitude is a fatal one—to millions of Asians and thousands of American troops stationed there. We must reverse it. Now. Before it is too late.

We are not alone. At present the United States is enduring the greatest wave of workers' strikes in 35 years, which are a direct reaction to war-caused inflation. The grass roots and militantly antiwar American Servicemen's Union has a membership which can only be estimated. Last fall in Indiana how many workers had organized young people in demonstrating against Nixon.

A Gallup poll revealed that 73 percent of all Americans want a withdrawal date set.

The time to let Nixon know the nature of our resistance to anything short of immediate and total withdrawal of U.S. interference in Southeast Asia is at hand. We must continue to mount and build that resistance until the war is over. Movement action and community organizing are not the children of crisis, but of commitment.

"For 2½ million, I'd punch you in the nose!"

Letters to the editor

Not covering articles shows DE 'censorship'

To the Daily Egyptian

I would like to cite what seems to me another example of definite censorship on the part of the Daily Egyptian. On March 16, 1970, the Chronicle of Higher Education contained an article on the general status of Vietnam studies in the United States. A part of the article was devoted to the Vietnamese Center at SIU.

The article did contain some criticisms of the center; the center would provide "consultation and training services for private and governmental organizations working in Vietnam. " one scholar criticizes the center for favoring "programs in support of the United States position in Vietnam. " demonstrations at Carbondale are mentioned. etc.

Nevertheless, Prof. Jacobson is quoted at great length and it must be admitted that this is one of the few national or international studies on the Vietnamese Center which does not seem to be an outright condemnation.

The Egyptian jumped right on the bandwagon, devoting three, yes, three items to this article on April 3, 1979, there was a page one article and on April 3 and 4, two full column opposite the editorials. pages were devoted to reprinting the entire article.

Several months ago an international journal, the Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars, carried two articles devoted entirely to the Vietnamese Center at Carbondale. One was written by Prof. Jonathan Toohey of Dartmouth College and the other by James Moore of Harvard University.

The Egyptian has had this international journal for quite some time I repeat both articles are devoted entirely to our Vietnamese Center. Certainly this is significant news. Yet not one word—not one word—has appeared in the Egyptian. We don't ask for three "articles" but your censorship seems too blatant. Oh, I forgot to mention that both stories are condemnations of the Vietnamese Center.

Dale Kercichove

Fresno State

Panel studying center avoided general issues

To the Daily Egyptian

The panel ("Blue Ribbon" report) on the Center for Vietnamese Studies is now released and, as predicted, avoided questioning the general issues but rather dealt with administrative concerns etc.

The general issues of scholarship serving anti-humanism, in this case genocide, political endeavors is presented in the February, 1971 issue of the Bulletin of Concerned Asia Scholars. This publication is totally concerned with SIU and its Center for Vietnamese Studies and includes articles by Gabriel Kolko, Douglas Dowd, Arthur Waskow, David Marti, Nona Adams and many other accepted scholars. Also included is the contract grant SIU has with the State Department for partial funding of this "academic travesty": letters of condemnation ('resignation') of the center, its history, etc.

Those of you who care more about humanistic and moral issues than bureaucratic procedures can obtain a copy of this publication from SIPC. Having read this material you will understand more about the implications of the CVS than the Blue Ribbon Panel ever investigated. Come to think of it, you having read this letter puts you far ahead of that panel.

Glenn Beckham

Senior

English

Letter Verification

For the protection of all letter writers, authorship must be verified. Contributors are asked to bring letters or copies to the Daily Egyptian office or to mail, correct address and telephone number should be included. Letters will be reviewed until authorship is verified.
**Actions and issues**

'Weakest link' adage applies

- Editor's Note: This roundup of news and comment was written by Cathy Speegle and Chuck Hutchins as an extra look at what's going on in student government.

By Cathy Speegle and Chuck Hutchins
Daily Egyptian Staff Writers

The old adage that "a chain is only as strong as its weakest link" is an appropriate way to analyze the power and effectiveness of the Campus Senate and the student body executives.

The Senate recently distinguished itself in its bumbling treatment of the University Senate appointment of President Eisenhofer, the next link in the chain, responded by making overturning constitutional amendments mandatory. The sitting member on the appointment committee was the only one on the committee to request a meeting, and the Senate to make a fresh start.

The next step was for the Senate to consider Schar- schel's resignation in order to make way for another one. If every "link" had done its job properly, using sense, and thorough consideration of appointments, Campus Senate would have been made.

The controversy is now clouded by charges of racism from student groups. The Senate has no power to make such accusations because it is the governing body of the University Senate, and no one can really understand how the ap- pointment decision snowballed.

It's quite possible that what has happened has increased polarization between various factions of the student body.

**More letters**

Candor of Ike, Ky

sheds light on war

To the Daily Egyptian:

Mr. Gower's letter of March 9 is incorrect in suggesting that the United States has defined democracy in Vietnam. The government of the United States refused to support the Geneva Accords of 1954, which established procedures for holding democratic elections. As President, Eisenhower later admitted in his memoirs (Mandate for Change: p. 372), if elections had been held in 1954, his CIA would have been about to leave on a two or three month expensive world tour. I would like to have been there. There is no doubt that the Vietcong's world tour was a success. It's an excellent way for SU to recruit new faculty. We could surely guarantee any more faculty (ability) in English, history or mathematics that he would be entitled to an expensive two or three month trip around the world.

Francis Carl
Jr. Special Education

Reader sees cartoon

as attack on the poor

To the Daily Egyptian:

The publication of the cartoon relating to the Supreme Court's decision on the gerrymandering case brings attack against my people, the poor, that I have seen. Your cartoon and others at this campus who, in my more generous moments, I would call middle class members, may find humor in the woman and children living in a dilapidated shanty. Since I have seen the lives of my wife and children twisted and twisted in such shacks, I do not. You may laugh at poverty turning a family into wolves, each member fighting for more than his or her share, enough to survive in dignity. I have lived in it so I do not. You and others at SU like you, may find humor to the final victory of poverty, the time when poverty has destroyed the love which brought a man and woman together. The hour when two people realize there is nothing left. You may laugh, I can only hope both you and the system that allows it to happen.

That cartoon and the fact that it appeared in an ad- ministration sanctioned organ has catalyzed my feelings. I have seen, since coming to SU, that this is a joke, it is hopefully stacked against any poor person successfully completing his education. If this cartoon is representative of the administration's attitude and the any significant number of students, I must admit, in a retracted thread. I have seen, since coming to SU, that the deck is hopelessly stacked against any poor person successfully completing his education. If this cartoon is representative of the administration's attitude and the any significant number of students, I must admit, in a retracted thread. I have seen, since coming to SU, that this deck is hopelessly stacked against any poor person successfully completing his education. If this cartoon is representative of the administration's attitude and the any significant number of students, I must admit, in a retracted thread.

Robert T. Phillips
Sociology

Wanna know what kind of soap I use?

For instance the Black Student Union statement released Wednesday says, "This is only one of the many moves to deep black and other minority groups any type of voice in the decision making process of this university."

All of the people involved said they could justify their actions, but the justifications only help blur the facts. It is one of the many moves to deep black and other minority groups any type of voice in the decision making process of this university."

The Campuses Judicial Board widely three times in revised resolutions and advised the Senate to make a fresh start.

The next step was for the Senate to consider Schar- schel's resignation in order to make way for another one. If every "link" had done its job properly, using sense, and thorough consideration of appointments, the Senate would have been made.

The controversy is now clouded by charges of racism from student groups. The Senate has no power to make such accusations because it is the governing body of the University Senate, and no one can really understand how the appointment decision snowballed.

It's quite possible that what has happened has increased polarization between various factions of the student body.

The numismatic H-40 Bill, contained in the last Ac- tion and Issues, was not meant to be taken seriously, but only as a suggestion for progressive action.

But since the senate saw fit to pass the bill, and seems to be open to suggestions on how to enhance student government, here's another one:

A bill to create a watchdog committee to watch over the newly created watchdog committee. Might it be suggested that since more participation from various factions of the student body is being sought, perhaps a Saluki dog should be considered for this post.

Of course, this means a mandate to require senators to seek out interested Saluki dogs and submit recommendations to the Committee on Committees for screening. Why not? SU Salukis are brown and white and they come from a foreign country.
Knits are news in sportcoats this spring. Splendid colors. Mens: priced from $39.95

Celebrate Spring with something new from Sohn's

Since 1909, Sohn's have served the discriminating man and young man with quality clothing. And 1971 is one of the most exciting years ever!

Knits are the big news this year. Knit slacks by Husqvar. Farah and Levis are so lightweight and comfortable that it's easy to forget that you have them on. Single and double-breasted knit suits by Kuppenheimer, Curlee, Botany 500, Rather of California. Palm Beach and Calvin gives you a variety of styles, colors and prices that you can't pass up. Identical brands in sportcoats promise you the quality that Sohn's famous for.

The Sohn's brand lineup offers you dependable variety you can depend on! Sweaters by Arnold Palmer, Paris belts, American Tourister luggage; Puritan, Damon and Munsingwear knit shirts. Pendleton and McGregor shirts and jackets. It's true, you know. Everything you need, you'll find it at Sohn's Men's and Boys wear near you!

And—as always—you're invited to use your Sohn's Charge Card or MasterCharge Card.

NEW! Stripes, solids and patterned dress shirts by Enro, Creighton and Van Heusen. Mens priced from $8.00

NEW! Haggar, Farah and Levis in dress or casual styles. Mens priced from $8.00

NEW! Waffle weaves, string knits and Terry clothes by Munsingwear, Puritan and Damon. Mens priced from $5.00

NEW! Single and double-breasted suits in all styles and colors. Mens: priced from $59.95

NEW! All new vest suits! Mens priced from $34.95

NEW! Pewdie, Roblee, Bostonian buckles in sport and dress. Mens priced from $15.99
Ohio tries student-cop workshops

By Frank Macumber
Copy Editor-News Service

Last year there was considerable trouble on the University of Ohio campus at Athens. This year students and Athens police are sitting down together trying to figure out what happened, why it happened and how to prevent its recurrence.

This is a new "workshop" approach to campus safety, one which other college administrators and off-campus police departments are watching closely in the hope it will serve as a new guideline for keeping the peace in the student community.

The Athens police came out and sat on the lawn with Ohio University students if the weather's right. Otherwise they met inside around a fire and talked about their real or fancied problems.

Each side, instead of trying to outwit the other, is trying to find out how the other reacts during moments of campus stress when names are being called, bottles are flung, and police guns are at the ready.

"How do you feel when the students call you "pig,"" one student asked an Athens police sergeant.

"I don't care what you call me, just so you call me for dinner," replied the sergeant, grinning. Then he brought down the house and after that there was no more tension at the workshop.

Student leaders from other campuses, eager to try the same experiment, have come in on the informal "trips" at Ohio U. where most of the 18,000 students are trying to learn something.

The quick and favorable reaction of campus leaders to this kind of "talking" between police and students has been encouraging to college administrators who have feared a new outbreak of campus violence and confrontation in the wake of the new Allied凹cursion into Laos.
Student leaders plan to challenge Master Plan

Student government representatives were scheduled to hear a report on the initial draft of the Master Plan on Monday. However, a spokesperson for the student body called for a special meeting to discuss the plan. The spokesperson said the student body wanted more input from the student body. A meeting is scheduled for today to discuss the plan.

New Student Leaders

A meeting will be held for all prospective students on Monday, January 30. The meeting will be held in the Student Center Room A.

Five from SIU to attend broadcasters' meet

Five SIU broadcasting students will attend the National Association of Broadcasters convention, March 30-31.

Reagan defends own plan

Sacramento: John A. Reagan, Jr., Republican, says "dogooders" may need to be held more responsible for their work. He said, "I think it would give the people a positive respect for the job." Reagan was interviewed in his Washington office.

"The Intelligents Move to Atmosphere"

The Cypress Lounge

109 N. Washington
OPEN 12 p.m. - 1 a.m.
below ABC
SUNDAY
Mon. - Sat.

PORK CHOPS

25 lb. PURINA DOG CHOW

$2.99

Nature's Best Produce

RED POTATOES 20 - 69

65¢

ORANGES

2 - 25°

CHUCK STEAK 59

LUNCHEON LOAF 65¢

Cherry Pies 4 - 49

65¢

PEPSI 6 - 1.90

LEWIS PARK, VILLAGE MALL

and 1620 W. MAIN

Mitts Delivery

EPPS MOTORS

Highway 13 East

Ph. 457-2184
Dedication plan set for Life Science II

"Life Sciences and society will be the theme for a three-day symposium celebrating the dedication of the Life Science II building at SIU on April 8." President Emeritus Doyle W. Morris will open the symposium at 9 a.m. April 8 in Shryock Auditorium. Morris will be followed by a talk on "History and Future of Life Sciences" given by Chauncey D. Leake, senior lecturer in pharmacology at the University of California Medical School. The afternoon sessions will deal with three topics: "Mankind Evolving," "Preserving Mankind" and "Nuclear Education." Leading the separate sessions will be David H. Searl, professor in the Department of Genetics at the University of Washington; Paul E. Sayers, emeritus professor of conservation at Yale University; and Paul Hurd, professor in the Department of Education at Stanford University.

Friday's lecture series will include William Kuboek, professor in the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the University of Minnesota Medical School; Guenter S. Bonti, professor in the Department of Molecular Biology at the University of California at Berkeley; and T. Hobart Monroe, professor in the Department of Psychology at the University of Illinois.

Jules Bergman, science editor for the American Broadcasting Company, will be forced to cancel his lecture for Thursday's symposium due to an illness in his family.

The Life Science II Celebration Committee has tentatively scheduled a series of open house and research exhibits from 1-6 p.m. Friday in the new building, according to Alfred J. L. chairman of the committee.

Candidate planning to ask repeal of mayor's pay raise

Carbondale City Councilman Hans Fischer, candidate for mayor of Carbondale, has asked a place on Tuesday's City Council agenda to introduce a motion to repeal an ordinance passed two weeks ago that raised the mayor's salary from $2,300 to $6,000 a year.

Fischer said in a memorandum to City Manager Warren Schmidt that he is making the request at light of Schmidt's disclosure last Wednesday of Carbondale's enormous financial plight. He said that he would not accept the pay increase if he is elected mayor.

Carbondale Mayor David Keene said Monday: "This letter is pretty to say the least." Keene said that in a pre-meeting discussion before the pay increase was considered, he had asked the Councilman for an explanation.

Student granted stipend

for waterfowl studies

By University News Services

For the second time this year, the North American Wildlife Federation has granted SIU graduate student E.A. reunited with a $2,000 stipend for waterfowl studies in Canada.

Period of Grant Ends

On April 14, Carbondale, SIU will continue studies this spring and seek to test the ability of age-related learning to waterfowl species.

He is working on a master's degree in biology.

Saluki Bus Service to stop

The Saluki Bus Service probably will discontinue all routes spring quarter, with the exception of the Brown Route.

Carlton Rasch, director of Auxiliary and Service Enterprises which runs the Saluki Bus Service, said revenue from the operation have not met costs.

"We have lost money left right," Rasche said. "We've just not been having too much revenue."

The study showed that the income received on the Saluki Bus Service was $11,000 less than expected. Costs for the operation have been projected for about $12,000.

Rasche said costs had continued to increase after the reductions in operation were made.

Rasche said he expects the Carbondale Transit Co. (Little Red Wagon Lines) to absorb the business on routes the Saluki Bus Service is dropping. Rasche said the Red Wagon routes now cover approximately the same area the Saluki Bus Service does.

Saluki Bus Service has been run by West Bus Service of Carbondale under a contract with the University.

Rasch said it is expected that West will continue to run the buses without University financing.

Two buses will run on the surviving Brown Route, which starts at College and Wall Streets and circles the campus on Lincoln Drive. In the evening the bus runs to Wilson Hall, Park Place and Southern Hills.

Police radio stolen

SANT FE, N.M. (AP)—A police walkie-talkie radio was stolen from a car belonging to Bruce King on Jan. 1, the day he became New Mexico governor. The walkie-talkie was valued at about $170 and was taken from the automobile's dashboard.

Good Food, Fast Service, Abundant Parking,

for waterfowl studies

By University News Services

For the second time this year, the North American Wildlife Federation has granted SIU graduate student E.A. reunited with a $2,000 stipend for waterfowl studies in Canada.

Period of Grant Ends

On April 14, Carbondale, SIU will continue studies this spring and seek to test the ability of age-related learning to waterfowl species.

He is working on a master's degree in biology.

Study in Guadalajara, Mexico

The University of Southern Illinois at Carbondale has announced study abroad courses in Mexico for the fall of 1981.

Courses will be taught by University instructors and will consist of courses in history, city planning and art.

The courses will be taught in English. One course will be taught on the campus of the University of North Mexico in Guadalajara.

WINKYS

Exam Special

WINKY BURGER BASKET

Winky Burger

Delicious Idaho Fries

Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw

Special Ends Medium

March 21

49c

(plus tax)

49c

(plus tax)

Carbondale Illinois

E. Grand and S. Wall St.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The much-disputed superconductor project of President Nixon's Administration was not a success - it was a little closer to a test tube than to a laboratory. The report submitted to the Senate Committee on Appropriations on the project is a public relations disaster.

The Senate, in its previous vote on the萄, was 5 to 13 in favor of continuing work on the project, but the Senate may have been influenced by the strong recommendation of the committee.

The Senate's vote is expected to be made public later this week.

The Appropriations Committee said it had complete confidence that its problems will be solved.

The Appropriations Committee has also clarified that higher federal funds may not be used to finance commercial production. It cited government statistics showing that federal investment would be more than recovered if the Senate vote was not made until the hearings are over.

Senator William Proxmire. D-Wis., a leading opponent of the Appropriations Committee, said it was a "loosely worded statement" and would not formally oppose the Senate vote.

British writer, poet to teach at SLU

Kenneth Hopkins, English author and poet, will be at SLU spring quarter to teach a course in professional writing, English 402, according to the English department.

Hopkins, who has been teaching writing one quarter a year at SLU since 1964, said the course is designed to teach young authors to be better writers.

Hopkins is known for his anthologies, "The Poets Laureate," which is the only collective work on England's Poets Laureate. Recent books of poetry done by Hopkins include "The Poems, English and American," and "Collected Poems, 1920-1960."
Police public relations program seeks funding

A list of programs proposed by the Carbopol Police Community Relations Program has been compiled by Larry Davis, PCR coordinator.

The list, which contains over 20 programs, will be sent to the Illinois Law Enforcement Assistance Agency for funding consideration, according to Davis, who estimates the cost at over $27,000.

According to Davis, the objective of the PCR program is "to improve relations in the community by programs presented in the community by the police department."
A ton of ‘poison’ estimated on campus

Group battles mercury pollution at SIU

By Albert L. Cassley

Thermometers are instruments used in the commonest and simplest sense of measuring temperature.

Harm. Mainly through the liquid metallic chemical known as mercury.

Not only is mercury liable to men for measuring temperature in a thermometer but it has other uses as well.

It is used in thermometers, pyrometers, vacuum gauges, liquid seals, electrical contacts, for filling balloons, even in agricultural practices.

Unfortunately, this chemical from the zinc family also can be a danger to men.

Recommending ways to avoid this danger for those who work with mercury at SIU is the job of a recently appointed group, the Subcommittee on Mercury Pollution.

The subcommittee, in its parent group, the SIU Committee on Pollution Control, both headed by Albert L. Cassley, associate professor of chemistry, as chairman.

Cassley explained that mercuric sulfide, mercuric nitrate, mercuric chloride and mercuric oxide are a few of the mercury compounds used in laboratory experiments here and that the poisonous gases, in their inhaled use, may create problems unknowingly.

For example, mercury has been used in Parkinson Laboratory for four or five decades. Through spillage and other unforeseen accidents, Cassley said, it is possible that within three or four rooms of Parkinson mercury droplets may be found on the floors. Droplets of elemental mercury cannot be detected with the naked eye in filtered or dry rooms. The droplets give off vapor that can be lethal, in high or low concentrations, to the person breathing the fumes.

Cassley points to a laboratory safety manual minimal in which it states that gas pressure of mercury increases rapidly with increase in temperature so that radiators, heating ducts, motors, oven and other equipment are likely to increase concentrations of mercury vapor which can get on or around such equipment.

It has been said that there have been no cases of acute mercury poisoning at SIU. There is apparently the possibility that some persons have suffered chronic mercury poisoning without realizing it.

Acute and chronic mercury and its potential danger when handled carelessly, what are the precautions for its safe disposal of poisonous compounds? Disposal is usually done in these ways, mercury is poured down the drains.

Grad fellowships in language open

Students and faculty pursuing advanced studies in foreign languages, area studies and world affairs may apply for 75 graduate fellowships for 1971-72, made available by the U.S. Office of Education.

The National Defense Foreign Language Fellowship (NDLFF) program provides opportunities for training in foreign languages (including French, German, Italian or Russian) and area studies, in selected programs of American institutions of higher education.

The program is designed to train specialists in the less widely studied languages and areas of national interest.

To be eligible, applicants must be U.S. citizens. He must also subscribe to the loyalty provisions of the National Defense Education Act. Plans must involve an institution of higher education in the U.S. and have the backing of the subject for which he wishes to be a federal employee. The fellowship award includes tuition, basic stipend and dependent’s allowance of $1200.

For details, contact: Abraham Cohen, Department of History, SIU, 1102 SIU Arena, Carbondale, Ill. 62926.

---

The Red Lion

"ELEGANT DINING FOR LESS"

This week's special

ROAST BEEF

Served with

Homemade Breads

Mashed Potatoes

$2.25

MAR. 16-20th

1901 N. PARK

For Reservation 942-7132

---

TONIGHT

L.H.S.A. SUPERSECTIONAL BASKETBALL

SIU ARENA

Nashville vs. Benton

All Seats - $2.00

8:00 P.M.
Steiner wants All-America swim title

Bruce Steiner sat staring blankly at the ceiling of the SHSU Armory as he mentioned the possibility of winning a national swimming championship. "I don't know if I can do it," he finally said. "I'm going to be in the 200s. I'll be_relative_when_the_team_finished_swimming."

Don't get the impression that the graduating senior co-captain is getting tired of competitive swimming, he won't. It's just that training from October at least and April for the past couple of semesters can be a bit tedious.

Steiner thought about what he said, "I suppose I will never be completely finished with swimming because it has given me so many close ties and has done so much for me.

When Steiner was three years old and struck with polio, swimming served as a medicinal agent and aided him to recovery. I really don't know how bad it was," he said in reference to his childhood affliction. And really don't care. I had it and it was no big deal.

A lot of people say it was a fantastic recovery, but it was nothing big.

Actually swimming started out as a recreational thing. My brother also was a swimmer and I wanted to be one too.

That's all in the past now, as Steiner's 17 years at Huntsville Florence and Pearland Reathwood high schools. "When I was in my junior year back to high school there were people in the state who were better in swimming than I was," he recalled. "I was not getting into swimming and I really didn't know what I was doing. They told me to start swimming and I thought I was pretty well known when I was going to do.

"My rule my senior year was that I would be the top swimmer in the Lake Parent Swim Club under the direction of none other than Ray Enock, my SHSU swimming coach."

"It was Ray's last season up there at Lake Forest," Steiner said. "I worked with him and was able to develop an open mouldedness towards swimming. I could retain to him and he could relate to me."

Apparently Enock's advice and coaching did a great deal of good because the next year Steiner won the 100 yard freestyle in the Illinois State High School Swimming Championships.

Now some four years and several All-American records the boy has just "30 days" from ending his swimming career—but there aren't a couple more races he would like to win in the NCAA championships. I want to place in the 50's and 100's this year and be All-America in both events," he declared. "If I were able to do that I would be really pleased with the season."

"The most important thing I've done this year is to make the 500 yard time standard of 4:51.4."

Steiner reached that plateau during the Southern Intercollegiate Championship Feb. 18-19 with a time of 4:51.8.

After the NCAA's and the AAU's Steiner has no further plans for swimming, not even the Olympics. "I think I will go to Chicago, and watch the Olympic trials in 1976, but as far as competing goes, I don't think so."

"I've had enough," he said. "I don't want to train without any competition. If I were to train I could go to some AAU meets, but that is all really.

"I probably wouldn't be able to receive any feedback of any kind."

ABC to air Indy 500

NEW YORK - The 1974 Indianapolis 500 will be shown on national television on the same date of the auto race for the first time in history. This was announced Monday by NBC President, president of ABC Sports, and Tom Holman, president of Indianapolis Motor Speedway.

ABC will present the May 30 auto race during prime time, 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. EDT, several hours after its completion. In past the race has been shown on closed circuit television.

The Penns got bowling title

The Penns were crowned intramural bowling champions for the winter quarter after they defeated the Cannonball Express in a runoff last week.

Cannonball Express were only able to take one of the three games in the runoff as the Penns accumulated 2,260 points in the Express' 1,730.

The Penns took the Thursday division A race with a 12-11 record before going on to a runoff with other division winners. The Cannonball Express also made the first runoff after coming out on top on the Thursday division A with a 12-17 score. The two teams grabbed the two spots in the final runoff for the championships, after getting the highest points in the three-game series.

After bowling action in the faculty-staff bowling league last week, P. P. North and the Chemistry

Spudnuts

Irish jig music

Goldschmidt

Open until 8:30

Friday nite

St. Patrick's Day

at the

Pizza King

308 S. Illinois

Irish jig music

Green beer

Open 24 hrs.
Hurler wants crack at pros
Langdon returns for Salukis

By Fred Warden
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Although University of Illinois' pitching staff last year, the Salukis' most accomplished pitcher is back in Dick Langdon and Langdon might have a chance to crack the keystone for SIU pitchers. For Langdon, the key to his success has to be his pitching.
Will Haywood ruling hurt athletics?

By Mike Kline

The basketball people are not as well organized," Boydston said. "But the NBA and NCAA don't "get together before the draft and make some kind of agreement, there's going to be a wholesale raid among college and university athletes.

"Some of the best undergraduates athletes are going to be offered tremendous sums and some are going to sign." Professional basketball, whose drafts are after the NCAA finals next week, is far more likely to take advantage of the new ruling because of the ABA-NBA power struggle.

"The pro football people realize that if they alienate the university people that provide them with a free farm system, one that costs us thousands of dollars per athlete, they'll be in trouble." Boydston said. Professional football has an unwritten policy not to draft an athlete that has collegiate eligibility remaining.

Boydston said the SIU basketball team that finished second in the AIAW's this year would probably be the best he's ever faced. He said it was a combination of work habits and ability that they had, and that it added up to the best team he had ever faced.

"They can take (Greg) Starrick, (John) Garrett, Marvin Brooks, and not only that, but they can go down to Carbondale High School and get Charlie Hughelett," said Donald Boydston, SIU athletic director.

Boydston is concerned that if the ABA and NBA don't "get together before the draft and make some kind of agreement, there's going to be a wholesale raid among college and university athletes.

"Some of the best undergraduates athletes are going to be offered tremendous sums and some are going to sign." Professional basketball, whose drafts are after the NCAA finals next week, is far more likely to take advantage of the new ruling because of the ABA-NBA power struggle.

"The pro football people realize that if they alienate the university people that provide them with a free farm system, one that costs us thousands of dollars per athlete, they'll be in trouble." Boydston said. Professional football has an unwritten policy not to draft an athlete that has collegiate eligibility remaining.

"The basketball people are not as well organized," Boydston said. "But the NBA and NCAA don't "get together before the draft and make some kind of agreement, there's going to be a wholesale raid among college and university athletes.

"Some of the best undergraduates athletes are going to be offered tremendous sums and some are going to sign." Professional basketball, whose drafts are after the NCAA finals next week, is far more likely to take advantage of the new ruling because of the ABA-NBA power struggle.

"The pro football people realize that if they alienate the university people that provide them with a free farm system, one that costs us thousands of dollars per athlete, they'll be in trouble." Boydston said. Professional football has an unwritten policy not to draft an athlete that has collegiate eligibility remaining.

Sweet Sixteen
game tonight

in SIU Arena

By Fred Weinberg

Weekly Athlete Sports Writer

Item: Nashville knocked off Carbon- dale, 68-57, in the first round of the Carbondale High School sectional basketball tournament.

Item: Nashville won the Carbondale sectional semifinal by defeating Meridian, 55-54, in triple overtime.

Item: Nashville needs three more victories to make the Sweet Sixteen in the Carbondale sectional tournament.

Question: Is Nashville back for real?

"We have a lot of respect for Nash- ville," said Benton coach Rich Herrin. "We think they have a balanced team, aggressive defense, good shooting and its not going to be an easy game for us." Nashville turned out to be the thorn in the side of two teams which had high expectations for the sectional.

Meridian and Carbondale atop the sectional.

But Nashville had its way with the sectional and Carbondale.—both perennial Southern Illinois powers. And the Nashville Hornets have the distinction of beating last year's representatives from the south, Okawville, in regional play.

All this doesn't and shouldn't fluster Herrin, who is a journey-man-wise salesman, who, it can be assumed, are not particularlyawyed by the short, quick Horn- nes.

(Continued on page 14)

Trackmen wind up pointless in NCAAs

The SIU track team finished its outdoor season on a sour note over the weekend.

A meet squad of five members left Dekalb, Ill., after Southern failed to ac- cumulate a single point in the NCAA outdoor track and field championships.

The team suffered some bad breaks despite a tremendous effort according to track coach Lew Harrington. Four of six runners placed in the NCAAs.

They ran extremely well," said Harr- ington of the squad that also included Tom Gierke, Bobby Brown and Billie Sue饨on.

Brown took first place in the relay at Tennessee and Villanova came in second and third, respectively in the event after 200 teams qualified.

Crockett failed to qualify for the 40- yard dash but Harrington was pleased with the sprinter's perfor- 
mance.

Gary Brulz of Purdue. The victory over Evans was the second in a week. The first one came as the Midwestern Conference 130-point title.

Barber representing SIU at the Auburn meet will be 128-pounder Ken Gerdes who finished in second place after a loss to Jack Mason of Northwestern. The freshman from Tinley Park, Ill., reached the championship match by beating Nyal Kresse of Wisconsin, 11-1, and Jim Hagan of Michigan, 5-2. Raul Cuningham rounds out the Salukis for the championships. Cunningham finished fourth at 180 pounds.

There were no team standings kept in the meet, but Michigan finished first and led with two champions each while Stor- thome, Western Michigan, SIU, Iowa and Toledo each had one.

SUN

Casey district winner

Three SIU matmen headed for nationals

DEKALB — Three SIU wrestlers finished in the top five places in their respective weight classes this weekend in the NCAA "Four Wrestlers" championships in the NIU Field House and won the right to represent the Salukis in the upcoming NCAA cham- pionship meet, March 25-27, in Auburn, Ala.

Heating the trio is Rich Casey who compiled the 150-pound weight division by defeating Michigan's Jarrett Hubbard, 11-1.

"Casey was more consistent and had better back-to-back technique then season this season," said coach Bill Long. "But it will take more of the same if he expects to pull anything off at Auburn." Casey made it to the finals by beating Carl Evans of Ball State, 13-11.

The "Four Wrestlers" meet is run by the Southern Conference. It is a decisive match that is seeded by the coaches and arbiters of the conference. The "Four Wrestlers" meet is an annual event and is the only one of its kind in the country.

Boydston needs about 20 hours to graduate. Boydston said Ferguson's ruling, while it is an important step in the overall analysis, will be detrimental to collegiate athletic programs.

"In every case, you have to take a different approach for a different perspective. Walt Frazier had family obligations to his father. He was married with a small child and very good in the books. That's one case," Boydston said.

"Another is the person who does not have family obligations but has a career. It's much better for this boy to finish four years of athletics. Even the press think this is his best interests. Other- wise, they would not have come up with this agreement with us," he said, referring to the four-year rule.

"I can't say the judge was wrong. I was just sorry to see it." Haywood isn't. He's one of those isolated cases.

Gary Brulz of Purdue. The victory over Evans was the second in a week. The first one came as the Midwestern Conference 130-point title.